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cal detail available to support the various statements.
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Trier, which sh'ows -what can be done

to stamp out the disease under certain
circumstances, might have been quoted.
Though Mr. Whipple's p!ofession naturally -impresses upon him most forcibly
the danlgers of water and food 'ran'AInission, he reoglizes the importance
of contact, but does not, awe believe,
emphasize it so forcibly as is desirable.
In the main the work is an admirable
.Iqriful! is it not?
one, and worthy -of the highest commendation.
Professor .Sedgwick's in"Professor Maclaurin is a comparais an interesting historical
tivelv young man. His attainments are troduction
summary of the development of our
are extra- knowledge of the disease."
they
more
qrdinaxy, and few men of his years
have won more flattering recognition
from sources that bear the stamp of

!

'"Of course, mere scholarship, even of
the highest order, is not enough to meet
all the requiremients of this new responsibilit.v.His executive ability and
his adaptability can be proved only by
actual service. But Scotch scholars
are thorough; their standards are high
and shrewdness and personal tact are
among their national characteristics.
When Princeton called Dr. McCosh to
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Are thePinestand Beat lnks a"
Adhesilms. Emancipate yourself
from the'use of corrosive and lllsmelling inks and adhesives and
adopt the Higgins Inks and .dhesires. They willbearevelation
to you, they are so sweet, clean,
-andwell put up.
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cerning, what has actually been acomp]islhed in the prevention of the disease
"THE GIRLS ARE FOAD OF THSE,"
when due to contact rather than water
or food transmission. Koch's work at
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" .- :. .SThe only editorial comment of our
esteemed contemporary, the Somerville
'7..::- Journal, on the splendid appointment of
: ':.Dr Ma tlaurin reads:': !'Now that Tech has a Scotchma-n for
..... apresident, the Tech boys ought to get
up a company of bagpipers."

President Maelaurin is to give the
Jesup lectures of Columbia University
and the American Museum of Natural
History at the museum, in New
York, Wednesday evenings, beginning
this week. The general subject will be
"Lighat.t

Mathematicians, Scientists, Researchers, Chemists, Architect, Free Hand
Artists, Mining, Civil, Mechanical, Electrical Engineers,- Bachteriologists,
etc., etc.

GENTLEMEN

LOOK OUT FOR YOUR HEALTH.

You need a safety valve, or a brain storm'; a
brain explosion if liable to occur at any time.
You will find the needed relaxation, and relief at the

he was a man well

along in years. but a famous metaphysician. and he filled the place with distinetion. The Institute does not need
mnetaphysicians. and the new president
has not turned his researches in that
direction. He has made great advances
in modern- science; he is learned in the
-principyles of law and is undoubtedly ancnthusiast with respect to the various
lines of research *with whieh he has
1 een so eonsiieoususly identified.
The
Institute authorities, the alumni and
Ahe public have a well-rounded hope
that under his administration a new
" ra of prosperous service will open up
for this famous school."-Boston Transcript.
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be'in charge of an associate editor, who
is responsible for the complete assignment and editing of his particular issue, and he will be assisted by one or
two news staff men and one-third the
number of candidates."
At the same time that this scheme
makes it possible to extend the advantages of experience and pleasure on the
paper, it will be successful in preventing exaggerated inidividual work only
if enough candidates are secured to do
properly the necessary work. It is
therefore hoped that a large number of
men from al1 classes will' recognize the
advantage of the new plan and will
enter at once the competition for positions on the staff. The managing editor will be glad to meet any men to
whom the ah~ove appeals at the office
A:~~
: in the Union.

the presidency,

':"

THE
RED GLOVE SHOP

In order to decrease the amount of
individual work and increase the opportunities for a greater number enjoying the work on The Tech, the news
organization has been divided into three
w7orking units--one for each issue. of
the -week. Under_the new system the
men on the staffs and the candidates
will be required to work on but two
dlays'each week, and thus the amount
of wo k is practically reduced to onethird vwhat it is now.
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"Wr.' Whipple's work does not go
into details regarding the purely clinical
aspects of typhoid fever, but merely
sketches this side of the disease, and
relates for the most part, as the subtitle indicates, to the causation, trans322 BOYLSTON STREET
mission and prevention of the disease.
Opposite Arlington St.
These subjects are covered in a series
of chapters8 dealing with the life history
of the typhid bacillus within and with- Has a full assortment of Men's Gloves for
out the body, the lines of defense Street and Dress occasions from $x.50
against its entrance, statistics dealing upwards. They are in Dent's, Fownes
with the distribution and epidemiology and Perrine makes.
of the disease, its relation to water I
supplies, and a brief chapter on the
financial los, caused by its 'prevalence. I
UTseful appendices deal with7the use of
disinfectants. -the role of house flies in
Lots of people
the spread of the disease, death rates,
water analysis, -the viability of the
never worry about style,
gernm, and the literature of the subject. I
just buy
"The work differs from most of those
available to the public in the simplicity
of its language. which can be understood bv anyi intelligent layman. It
GLOVES
differs from most medical treatises on
and
hit it right
typ')5oid fever in the emphasis placed
on the transmission and prevention of
the disease, and in wealth of statisti-
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HOTEL EPICURE
In the vineyard, the genuine Bohemian Cafe with orchestra, grand opera
and popular song soloists, with a stein of good beer, or a cold bottle and a
square meal, where you will forget all about science and enjoy yourself for
a while on earth, as a human being.

HOTEL EPICURE, the only typical French Hotel in Boston
27-33 HAYWARD PLACE

124 Tremont Street
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